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ABSTRACT

The tests of reinforced concrete (R/C) interior beam-colurnn joinls in
a plane frame ivere carried out vlth high joint shear and poor bond along
beam reinforcement, varying the lateral reinforcement defail in the joint.
The fevefs of joint shear sLress input and allowable bond deterioration
along beam bars within a joint are exanined. Additional test data lncluding
plane joint specinens wilh high strength concrete were studied. The lateral
reinforcenent is claimed to confine the core concrete in the joint raLher
than to resist joinl shear.

1. INTRODUCTION

The shear transfer mechanisrn of a reinforced concrete bearn-colurnn
joint changes i{ith the bond deterioraLion along the bearn reinforcement in
the joint of a frane struclure, especially after beam flexural yj-elding.
When the beam bar stresses can be transfered to the joint concrete by bond,
diagonal compressive stresses distrlbute uniformly within the joint panel
(the t'Lruss" rnechanism). In thls case, the joint lateral reinforcement
carries tensile stresses and resists joint shear. Hovever, the truss
mechanism dj-minishes with bond deterioration along lhe beam reinforcement,
and the principal role of the lateral reinforcenent becomes to confine the
cracked joint core concrete.

The effect of bond deterioration along the beam reinforcement on
earthquake response was studied by nonlinear analyses of frame structures
(Ref.i). The bond deterioration increased the naxj-mum response amplitudes,
but by srnall amount, although lhe nurnber of large-amplitude oscillations
increased. Therefore, some bond deterioratj.on rnighl be perrnitted. With the
bond deterioration, the compressive strut stresses increases j-n the main
diagonal of the joint panel to cause shear compresslon failure. Therefore,
it was proposed to limiL the joint shear stress by Eq,(1) in order Eo
prevent the shear compression failure to a st.ory drift angle greaLer than
I/25 (ad after beam flexural yielding (Ref.1);
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vu / fc  〈 0.25 (1)

ln which vu is the maximun ioint shear stress, and fct is lhe concrete
conpressive strenglh, The effective joint area to resist shear is defi'ned
by the column depth and the average of the beam and column widths.

The value of O.25 in Eq.(1) rnay require re-examination by Lhe
following reasons;

(1) Shear failure of a beam-column joint was scarcely observed in many

faboratory tests up to a story drift angle of 1/50 rad, which is an

arbitrarily defined allowable drift limit of relnforced concrete frames.
(2) Joint shear resistance did not decay abruptly in beam-column

specinens although the specimens appeared to fa11 in joint shear after beam

flexural ylelding.

This paper discusses the accePtable Ievel of joint shear input and

the required arnount of joint lateral reinforcement to confine the core
concrete on the basis of the test results of the Plane beam-colurnn joint
specimens and the recent test resulls of plane joint specinens.

2. LIMITATION OF BEAM BAR BOND INDEX

The average bond sLress ub over the column width for simultaneous
yielding of Lhe beam reinforcernent in tension and compression at the two
faces of Lhe joinL divided by the square root of the concrele compressive
strength, called beam bar bond index, is used to indicate the possibility
of bond degradation along the beam reinforcernent;

ub 4/1cT = fy ( db / hc )/ 2・ /1ci

:::[: h:I:collildw::モ inil: :[!le::n:][:e :c gf/Cm2, db:  diameter)mpress■ ve strength in

Fron  the resu■ ts of earthquake response analyses (Ref.1), the  effect
Of  hysteresis  energy  dissipating  capacity on  the  response  was  found
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a cycle to 2 76 tines the
strain energy at the peak of o.3
an equlvalenL linearly elastic ' e.
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deterioration of beam bars .! 56.2
wilhln a joinL rnay be 'X
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The beam bar bond index ! $
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story drift angle of 1/50 rad
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flexural ylelding and the damage by shear did not concentrate in a joint
core concrete up to a story drift angle of 1/50 rad. The axial stress of
0.07 fcr Eo 0,32 f.' for a cofunn gross section had little influence on the
fatness of a hysteresls shape. The solid line r+as derived from the least
squares method to fit the data. Concrete compressive strength f.t \,,/as

greater than 270 kgl/cnz for specimens in open symbols. The h.o values
decrease with an increasing bearn bar bond index. If an dllovable
deformation level is taken to be a story drift angle of 1/50 rad, the beam
bar bond index rnust satlsfy Eq,(3) to ensure the equivalent viscous damping
raLio of 0.10, as indicated in the earlhquake response analyses.

"y /fr; <. t,.s

Substiluting ub/ f.' in Eq.(2) int.o Eq.(3), the required
cofumn width to beam bar diameter is obtained as follows;

(3)

ratio of the

(4)

Fig. 2 Member Sections (unit : mm)

h3 / d5 >fy /e^[t;)

3 . TEST PROGRAM}.,IE

Two half-scale R/C
interior bean-column j oint s
(Specimens B1 and 82), removed
from a plane frane by cuttin8
otf the beams and columns at H
arbiLrarily assurned inf I ection
points under lateral loading,
were tesled \{i-thout Lransverse
beams. The specimens were
designed Lo develop beam
flexural yieldlng prior to
column yielding. Dinensions of
specimens were comnon; 200x300
rrun in a beam and 300x300 mrn in

( 1) Colurnn (2) Beam

a column as shoirn in Fig.2. The beam reinforcement, equal in anount at top
and bottom, passed through Lhe joint. The beam bar bond index was 5.1 using
lhe actual yield strength of the beam bar, Therefore, the bond along bean
bars rn'as expected to deteriorate within the joint. Plain bars were used as
lateral reinforcement wirhin the jolnt to efimj,nate the stress transfer by
bond action. Joint lateral reinforcnent ratio vas 0.35 %, which is defined
as the total cross-sectional area of the lateral reinforcenent between the
beam top and bottom bars divided by the column \,rldth and the distance of
(1 /8)d,, d: beam effecLive depLh.

Detail of the joint lateral reinforcement was varled as shown in
Fig.3. Legged ties were used in Speci-nen 81 to identify the strains
associated r.'ith shear resistance and those associated with confinement of
joint core concrete. Usual closed hoops were placed within the joinl of
Specimen B2. Ties para11e1 to the loadlng direction, indicated by circle I
in Fig.3, can reslst joint shear ln the Lruss rnechanism, rn'hereas ties
indicated by circle 2 restrain the expansion of the core concrele normal lo
the loading dlrection. The action of confinenent by a closed joint hoop is
illustraEed in Fig,4. Radial pressure in the joint core concrete pushes out
the corner column reinforcing bars. The diagonal force is balanced with
tensj.le forces 1n the joj-nt hoop supporting the corner bars. The tie
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(circle 1) supporting an interrnediate column bar is not affected by this
confining acLion because the t.ie of circle 2 perpendicular to thal of
circle I is hooked at a different colunn bar.

Compressive strength of concrete vas 250 kgf/cn2, and splitting
tensile strength was 26 kgf/cn2. Yield strength of ieinforcement r.'as 3580
kgf/cn2 for DI6 bals used in columns, 3780 igf/cnz tor Dl3 bars used in
beams, 4980 kgf /sn2 for R6^bars (p1ajn bar) for beam and. colurnn shear
reinforcenent and 24OO kgf/cnz for R6 bars for -joint lateral reinforcenenl.

Loading - a p paratus is shown in Fig.5. The constant colurnn axial stress
of 20 kgf/cn2 vas applled, The distance from lhe column center to the bearn-
end support vas 1,350 mm, and the distance from the beam center to the
bottom support. or to the top horizontal loading poin! was 735 mm. Specinens
were loaded as follows; one cycle each at a story drift angle of 1/400 rad,
I/2OO rad, two cycles at a strory drift. angle of t/100 rad, four cycles at a
story drift angte of I/75 rad, two cycles at a story drlft angle of I/5A
rad, and one cycle at a story drift angle of l/25 rad.

4. TEST RESULTS

The bearn-column joints of the t\,,ro specinens did not fail in shear up
to the story drift angle of 1/50 rad. However, the contribution of the
joint shear deformation became approxinatety 50 % ot the total story drift

( 1) Specinen 81 (2) Specimen 82

Fig. 3 Detail in Joint Reinforcement

Fig. 4 Confinement
Action by
Closed Hoop

Specimen 82

6 Crack Pattern
(after 1/50 rad )

I r:so I r:so I

Loading Apparatus
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Fig. 5 Fig.
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aL a story drift. angle of l'/25 rad, and trhe damage was observed to
concentrate in the jolnt panel region due to high shear' The beam

longitudinal bars in the ouler-most layer yielded al a story drift angle of
t/-l\ raA, and those in a intermedlate layer al a story drift angle of \/5O
rad. The beam flexural resistance did not reach the ultinate caPacitry

calculated assuning that plane section remains plane' The ,colunn
reinforcement did noi yiel-d up Lo a story drift angle of t/50 rad' Overall
behavior \{as similar in Speclmens B1 and 82 except for the strain
dlstribution of the ioint lateral reinforcenenL'

Crack patLern in the joint of Specimen 82 observed at a story drift
angle of f750 raa is shown in Fig.6. Fine diagonal cracks developed by

s"u"re cornpressive stresses near the joint center' Diagonal shear cracks
occurred sparsely due to poor bond transfer frorn the beam reinforcenent to
the ioint core concrete.

Story shear-drift relatlon of Specimen 82 is shown in Ftg'7 ' A

pinched hysteresis shape was caused by both the shear disLress of the joint
.or" contrete and the bond deterioration along the bearn bars' The

resistance of beams did not degrade even at a story drift an81e of I/25
rad. Equivalent viscous damping ratio (the lndex indicating falness of

:|]:8::]:in::i:::::|[:21:!li::.:::i::lil::||  :|:|
deter■ oration along the bean re■nforcement.   :。

 6

Jo■ nt   shear  stress   norlnalized   by  :

gauge length of 276 rLll, with the inclinaLion 0'0 
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of 46,5 degrees to the horizontal axis.
Joint. shear stress of 0.31 f.t, shear
distortion angle of I Z' and average
diagonal strain of the panel concrete of
0.25 % were obtained al a story drifr angle
of I/50 rad. Princlpal compressive strain of Fig.
the panel concrete reached the strain at a

R=1/100
R‐ 1/50
R‐ 1/25

Joint
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peak stress in the stress-strain curve of concrete. Shear distortion angle
at a sLory drift angle of I/25 rad was greaLer Lhan twice that at a story
drift angle of 1/50 rad.

The contribution of various parts of Specimen 82 to a story drift \^ras

calculated and shown in Fig.9. Ratio of joint shear deformaLion to a story
drift increased r,rith the deflection of beams, and reached 40 %, comparable
to that of the beam deflections.

The sLrains in lateral reinforcement vithin the joint of Specimens Bl
and 82 are shown in Fig.10' Yield strain was defined as O'2 % arbitrarily.
Strains in the loading direction of Specimen 81 became alrnost consLant at
story drift angles greater than 1/100 rad, and did not reach the yield
strain. Hence the conLribution of the sub-strut rnechanlsn to the joint
shear resistance decreased r,rlth bond deterioration along the beam

reinforcement, increasing the parl carried by the diagonal concrete strut'
On the other hand, strains in the loading direction of Specimen 82

lncreased with a story drift. Note that the influence of confinement of the
jolnt core concreLe was eliminated by using legged lies as the lateral
reinforcenent parallel to loading direction.

Strains orthogonal lo the loading direction in Specirnens 81 and 82

increased with the sLory drifL, but the ties perpendicular Lo the loading
direction did not yleld up to the sLory drift angle of 1/50 rad. Therefore,
the arnounL of the lateral reinforcenent provided in Specimens 81 and B2'
i.e.,0.35 Z is sufflcient to confine the ioint core concrete.

Loadilg Dir.   て
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5. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The performance of Specimens Bl and 82 was judged satisfactory because
the -joini panel did noL fail in shear uP to a story drift angle of 1/50
rad. ihe influence of joint shear distortion as large as approximately 1 Z

should be studied on earthquake responses in frame structures.

The joint shear stress of 0.3 fcr in Specinens 81 and B2 is not
pernltted as reasons below; (1) the story drift at the beam yieldlng
increases due to the large shear defornation in the joinL panel, (2) energy
dissipation ability decreases in the beam hinging regions under earthquake
excitations, (3) the sofl story mechanisn may develop, and (4) rePair of
a damaged joint is difficult. Joint lateral reinforcement of O.4 % was
concluded sufficient to confine the core concrete.

The linitation in shear stress
of an actual joint vith Lransverse
bearos and slabs may be different from
that of a plane joint as mentioned
above. Shear stress ln a joint during
the uni-directional loading is
normalized by the concrete
cornpressive strength f.t and is shown
in Fig. 1l for Specinen B2 and three-
dimensional joint specimens Kl and K3
(Ref.3) subjected to bi-directional
loading. Effective slab vidth on beam
flexural resistance increased vith a
story drift, and the shear stress
reached as high as 0.38 f.' and 0.35
fc' in Specimens K1 and K3 at a story
drift angle of l/25 rad without
failing in the jolnt by shear. The
raLio of joint shear defornaLion to a
sLory drifL was 20 Z in the three-
dimensional speclrnens, Therefore, the
lightened in a three-dirnensional jolnt
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Fig. 11 Shear Stress into Joint

limitation in shear stress might
than that in a plane joint.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Linitatlon in joint shear stress and required amounL of lateral
reinforcenent in a reinforced concrete bean-column joint were studied
through Lhe tesL. Allorvabfe bond deterioralion along the beam reinforcement
within a joint was examined. Design provisions were suggested as follows;

vu/f.'!O.25 (s)

(6)h6 / dy >ty / O^|TJ)
A rninirnun joinl lateral reinforcernent raLio of 0.4 Z is recornmended "

LaLeral reinforcenent with close spaci-ng and small cross-secLj-onal area
should be placed to confine the joint core concrete. Perrnissible shear
stress in a joint vith slabs and transverse bearns may be increased fron
that in a plane joint.

20 30 40
Slory Drift, Ell
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